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Although emotion has mostly been ignored when it comes to processing word meaning, a
growing number of studies show that emotional characteristics of words affect processing
(e.g., Estes & Adelman, 2008a,b; Kousta et al., 2009; Larsen et al., 2006; Nasrallah et al.,
2009; Tse & Altarriba, 2009). Most importantly this extends beyond words which refer
overtly to emotional experience like "love", "hate", "embarrassment" and "depression"; also
including words with emotional connotations like "cake", "prison", "promotion" and
"failure". Moreover, such emotional connotations seem especially important for words
referring to abstract concepts which tend to have far greater emotional connotation than those
referring to concrete objects; as a result it has been suggested that emotional channels may
offer a means of grounding abstract concepts in experience, akin to sensory-motor experience
by which concrete concepts may be grounded. It is very difficult, however, to draw broad
conclusions about mechanisms, due to the great variation in studies of emotion in lexical
processing. Some studies show advantages for negative words over positive (e.g. Nasrallah
et al., 2009), others show disadvantages for negative words (e.g. Estes & Adelman, 2008a,b;
Vinson et al., 2011), and others show advantages for all emotional over neutral (e.g. Kousta
et al., 2009). Some of these differences could be attributed to uncontrolled lexical factors (see
Estes & Adelman, 2008a; Larsen et al., 2006), but results still vary despite ever better
controlled stimulus sets. Here we address variation in emotion effects, employing the same
well-controlled words across different tasks.

In Experiments 1 and 2 we compare lexical decision to valence judgment (is a word
emotionally loaded or not). Despite using exactly the same words in the two tasks, we found
a dissociation in emotion effects. Lexical decision replicated Kousta et al. (2009): positive
and negative words faster than neutral words, while valence decision replicated Nasrallah et
al. (2009): accuracy advantage in detecting negative words over positive words. Experiments
3 and 4 used the same word sets and the same tasks, but also included the presence of face
stimuli (happy, neutral, angry) thus permitting us to also examine the interplay between
processing of lexical and nonlexical emotion. Main effects of word category replicated the
patterns observed in Experiment 1 and 2. However, effects of face emotion differed across
the two tasks despite using the same materials: faces had no effect on lexical decision, but an
incongruency cost on valence decisions (angry faces reduced accuracy to positive words;
happy faces reduced accuracy to negative words). These apparently inconsistent results may
be best explained in terms of attentional theories of emotion processing, whereby negative
stimuli receive/hold attentional focus only in early processing and thus would facilitate tasks
directly related to emotion (e.g. Nasrallah et al., 2009 and our experiments 2 and 4) but
interfere with other tasks sensitive to early visual processing (e.g. Vinson et al., 2011). On the
other hand, non-emotional tasks using fully visible stimuli benefit from emotional content
regardless of polarity and are not affected by incongruent faces, suggesting that negative
attentional focus only affects processing in brief time periods or emotion-specific tasks, with
a general motivational account explaining performance more broadly.
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